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S h e l d o n B i l s ke r
Dear IACH members,
We are in our 11th year as an association starting in 2004. I, and a small group
of dedicated Hypnotherapist’s had a particular vision of what we wanted the IACH
to be. The first and most important on our agenda were reasonable but high
standards in practice. This did not entail just qualifications but also ethical
standards. Somewhat unique to other similar associations was a strong emphasis
on counselling skills. This was derived from the fact that all of the original group
were Ericksonian Hypnotherapists who had a belief that without the ability to be
an effective counsellor an individual who is trained in hypnosis is a hypnotist, not
a therapist. They might be highly skilled hypnotists but they are not qualified to
work effectively with many areas which require counselling.
Our membership has held steady at about 60 members over the years and
although we’d obviously prefer more we are also aware that we are competing
against associations with comparatively lower standards.
It is from this perspective that we move forward and create change. During the
next year we will be building a new web site thanks to our long time member, Lisa
Brown. We now have a new Facebook group. Please go to our page (https://
www.facebook.com/groups/831982723549928/ ) and join. You can post as well.
It’s a great vehicle to communicate and share ideas with other members. Thanks
to Sandra Wall, who built it.
Diane Auld has stepped down from being the head of the Newsletter Committee
for many years. Thanks Diane for overseeing some great looking newsletters and
your dedication to this project. However, Diane is still staying on as a director of
the IACH.
Theresa Dupuis has been the IACH treasurer since inception. Due to health
reasons she is stepping down. Thanks Theresa for your many years of service to
the IACH. We continue to move forward with support from you, our members.
Thank you from all of us on the executive of the IACH.
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Vice President’s Note
Angela Bain

September and October have rolled around again and students and parents are feeling the pressures of new
routines and back to school anxieties. For many of us, September marks the end of summer and we wonder, ‘what’s
next?” Family life tends to be busy and issues such as stress management and
sleep problems are common. Many hypnotherapists address these issues and
more to help clients to find balance and confidence in their lives. There are many
exciting techniques and ideas for working with both adults and children.
Our new IACH Facebook group is a great way to connect with others to find
out what’s new, interesting or worth trying! If you haven’t joined it yet, I
encourage you to check it out and join the fascinating discussions and articles
being shared. As always, we welcome and appreciate your participation in this
newsletter and in the Association. If you are a practicing hypnotherapist or someone interested in hypnotherapy,
please consider joining our community at the International Association of Counselling Hypnotherapists (IACH).
Our high standards and commitment to the professional use of hypnotherapy will support you as you explore this
fascinating field. As the leaves turn yellow and the air becomes crisp with the promise of winter, I wonder what
might be next for you on your hypnotherapy journey…

In the centre of the up-time trance she sat. Words floated around the room, each waiting to be
called upon. Who would she choose next in this connection between subconscious minds. She
listened the hypnotherapist, she listened. Many levels working at once. The client, what she
brings, what her longings are and messages from the subconscious. Words have a deep connection with what is needed in the moment so she waited. When you run out of words she heard in
her heart stop talking and trust and wait. Breathing she waited. Slowly the patterns began to
form sentences in her mind and the sentences became sound. Each word drawing others to this
moment and the story began to unfold. Stories to create space for the subconscious to do its
work. Words beautiful words offering tapestries of colour and light into the places within that
needed the one word of… the one way to …. The moment of possibility and What if!
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Editor’s Note
Lisa Brown
Thank you, Diane Auld, for your creation and care of this newsletter over the years you have nurtured and guided
it as it's editor in the IACH. Thank you for your care of me and guidance in becoming it's editor. It is under your caring
and compassionate wings that we both grow. Thank you. -Lisa
I just stepped outside into the chilly pre-dawn air. Such a lovely part
of Fall, that sweet caress of cool air that wakes and primes the senses
for the riches to come. The harvest of all the works of the year. It's as
if the universe conspires to delight every sense in as many ways as can
be imagined. The scent of sharp apple cider and warm cinnamon,
tastes of pumpkin pie with creamy sweet soft whipped cream, the
cloudlike touch of cotton candy that melts to transform into a splash
of sweetness, the raucous display of foliage exploded into every possible color seemingly overnight everywhere. A hint of maple leaves
carried upon the air-nearby trees reminding the world they are closeby. Autumn is by far my favorite season. A sensory playground. All of
a sudden as if by magic-everything changes and the ordinary world is
transformed into the extraordinary world it really always was.
Autumn, Fall, where did we get these words? Where do they come
from? Fall came from the changing experience of people who had
moved from the farms of the countryside who knew this time as simply “harvest” (from the old Norse word
“haust” meaning to pick and gather). They expressed this changed time by the words “fall of the leaf” since
harvest time wasn't really as much a part of their work lives as it once was. Trees still were so “fall” was still
very much a visual part of their lives and the time table against which the year was measured. In the 1600's
harvest began to give way to to “Fall”. Autumn comes from the Latin word “Autumnus” which the Romans
picked up from the Etruscans' word autu-. The Etruscan word autu- carries within it's meanings of the passing of the year.
Words-our harvest bounty carefully tended and nurtured over spring and through summer to grow as they
will to be picked and gathered from the fertile fields of all of our deep minds. These words we gather will be
combined to create the rich feasts of our trancework to be shared with all of humanity.
As I stand outside feeling the currants of air move around me, I bend to pick up the first fallen pecans from
the grass. Slipping them into my shirt pocket I begin the walk to return inside. Along this path I look up for
my old friend, the constellation Orion, faint, fuzzy nebula hanging from his belt. We have been faithful friends
since my childhood. He brings me news of the harvest time and reminds me winter is not far away. I pat my
shirt pocket and proceed inside to slip the pecans into a dish on my bookcase. I wonder what I will make of
these pecans, this gift of the Earth, so generous and full of possibility. When dawn lights the sky fully, I will
go back outside and see what pecans the squirrels and birds have chosen to leave for me. We each share the
harvest and that feels good and right. Though I live in the city-I am ever connected to agrarian roots to the
good Earth. Ad astra.
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Social Networking Note
Sandra Wall
On June 11, 2015, the International Association of Counselling Hypnotherapists created a Facebook Group to
provide a networking space for members to share, discuss, and learn from one another. We currently have 15 members sharing resources, discussing various issues, laughing and supporting one another. We welcome all IACH
members to join the ongoing conversation Facebook group allows members to share messages, questions, files,
pho-tos, videos, jokes and any upcoming events. Tell us about your Hypnotherapy practice or you're learning
experienc-es. Thank you to all the Facebook group members for sharing your wisdom, insight, and questions.
In the future we will expand to include a Twitter account and perhaps a monthly members conversation and/or
book club via Skype. Drop by and start a conversation with a colleague. Networking is a powerful tool for promoting Hypnotherapy Counselling and ensuring an ongoing dialogue about ethical and professional standards.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/831982723549928/

Photo by Sheldon Bilsker
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Nature of the Creative Beast
Lisa Brown
What is creativity to you?
What does it feel like?



Most creative persons are very passionate about
their work, yet they can be extremely objective about
it as well.



The openness and sensitivity of creative individuals
often exposes them to suffering repain yet also a great
deal of enjoyment.

What does creativity smell like?
What does it look like?
From Human Motivation, 3rd ed., by Robert E.
Franken:
Creativity is defined as the tendency to generate
or recognize ideas, alternatives, or possibilities that
may be useful in solving problems, communicating
with others, and entertaining ourselves and others.
(p. 396)

That is what science says. What does art say?
“Creativity is allowing yourself to make mistakes. Art is
knowing which ones to keep.“

What does psychology and the social sciences
know about creative people? Can you see yourself in
the following list of personality traits?
From Creativity - Flow and the Psychology of Discovery
and Invention by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi


Creative individuals have a great deal of energy,
but they are also often quiet and at rest.



Creative individuals tend to be smart, yet also
naive at the same time.



Creative individuals have a combination of
playfulness and discipline, or responsibility and
irresponsibility.



Creative individuals alternate between imagination
and fantasy at one end, and rooted sense of reality at
the other.



Creative people seem to harbor opposite tendencies
on the continuum between extroversion and
introversion.



Creative individuals are also remarkable humble
and proud at the same time.



Creative individuals to a certain extent escape
rigid gender role stereotyping and have a tendency
toward androgyny.



Generally, creative people are thought to be
rebellious and independent.

–Scott Adams

“Curiosity about life in all of its aspects, I think, is still
the secret of great creative people”

– Leo Burnett

“Think left and think right and think low and think high.
Oh, the thinks you can think up if only you try”
– Dr. Seuss
“Learn the rules like a pro, so you can break them like an
artist.”

-Pablo Picasso

“Art attracts us only by what it reveals of our most secret
self.” -Jean-Luc Godard
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Nature of the Creative Beast
Children are awesomely creative.
It is part of how they discover, explore, and learn about
the world. Creativity is woven into a child's whole world.
It is interesting that half of each part of every one of the
sentences in the above list could describe a child. Perhaps
that gives us a clue how to nurture our own creativity as
adults.

things up a bit-how about we count the down 3-2-1? Doing something in a different way can increase creativity.
It's like all of a sudden the mind sits up and takes notice.
This is something in a whole new way. So we begin with
3.
The “how many things can you hear right now” game.

Find something on your island to write with. Maybe a
Let our inner child-self come out and play. Allow the
world to become one of near infinite possibilities. To look feather from an exotic parrot, a small piece of weathered
upon the landscape like you've never seen the stars before. wood just right, or just use your finger or shell to write
in the sand.
Do you remember back when you were a little kid what
that was like? What the early morning sunlight looked like Now take a deep breath all the way down filling, exgolden rays of light through the classroom windows with a panding your lungs and belly letting the air fill and rewhole universe of magical dust dancing in the in-lightened fresh, cleanse, and clear the way all the way down to
your feet.
air. The taste of that chocolate milk remembered in little
cartons you had to unfold just so to open.
Begin to write everything you can hear or imagine even
in the sand as the
A big sheet of paper placed on the table or desk before
you. A field filled with possibility. Your mind's eye set
free to enter into worlds only you can see unless you
sound comes to you...such a nice time to be here
choose to invite others. Free to play in the gardens of your now...you will have all the space you want. You will
imagination.
know when it is time for the second game…
Perhaps you might draw, or
Creativity is defined as the tendency ….2 Now discovering something
paint, or fold the paper into your
that catches your attention utilize
to
generate
or
recognize
ideas,
alit for the second creativity game.
very own island. An island where
ternatives,
or
possibilities
that
may
time is a funny curious thing All
It might be a sea shell, a jewel
time just stretching out way on out be useful in solving problems, com- tone bit of nature polished sea
to the horizon until it just fades
municating with others, and enter- glass, a piece of sweet tropical
away. Dissolving infinitely away
fruit, anything that feels engagtaining
ourselves
and
others.
to the very stars for as long as you
ing, bubbles up playfully into
want and is right for you. Just the
your awareness.
way it really can be. As you walk along this beach feeling Allow yourself to become this object. What is it like?
the warm fragrant breeze brush you skin and hair you
Use all your senses or just your favorite sense.
might find your body wants to take a big filling breath of
How did you-object get here?
of air. You can just let it happen all by itself. A body can
just naturally all by itself settle down and settle back into What do you experience as you travel to the island?
that easy rhythm of breathing just right. Because it is just If you are on the ground, are you sitting in the sun warm
right in the moment in the hear and now. As you progress sand, occasionally gently softly touched by the sea
spray?
in this space there are a couple lovely creative games to
play. 3 to be exact-and instead of counting them up 1-2-3 Are you in the trees above
Continued on page 9
lets do something different, a little unexpected to shake
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Knowing Self More Deeply
Diane Auld
A session for exploration.

the page were merging ... seeking to show the way to bring
out the clarity needed ..... yes there was a clarity emerging
This session came out of a conversation about a client in my
from within ... and she remembered the stories of great artists
Counselling Hypnotherapy class.
who were deeply dedicated to their life .. knowing the way
This client was described to me as having complex grief. The
through would be shown .... yes they really did ... one line at a
complexity in her life touched the place in her where she did not time ... leading to the next beauty emerging in parts of the
know where to start in her therapy and felt hopeless at times.
canvas ...anxiety and chaos in another part ... and she took a
She is an artist and I decided to tell a story about something she step back ... allowed herself the room to breathe... to look from
may be able to relate to. As I listened to my student, (her
a new perspective ... gain a new clarity ... clear seeing from a
counsellor) share this case two questions emerged for me:
new angle and her hand guided by her awakening heart
Can she know her own mind?
helped ... helped her find her skills to move through the
And Who is she without the complexity?
anxiety and chaos ... skills from a secret place within
I wrote this from a place of not really knowing the client except emerging unexpectedly when she most needed it .... dare she
for the bits of information given to me. My approach with
think it ... as she looked at the new lines she created .... m
clients is to speak to the possibility they wish to move into and
when she most needed it to help her see differently ... trust ....
utilize the skills and abilities they possess - known and
trust her inner resources ...
unknown to both them and me. The indirectness of the session
makes it usable for many different people and situations.
Our breath is a gently guide.... it can guide us to sit more deeply
on the couch and be held in safety and comfort.... each breath
offering a new deeper comfort for the body, mind and being....
this breath .... and the next breath .... moving deeply with in ....
just how deep can the breath go.... just how deeply with
relaxation extend its invitation in this moment to dream the
dream of .... yes and the dream did offer the dreamer a place to
explore and make changes ... this dreamer..... dream of this
dream sat before the blank canvas.... the artist sat before the
blank canvas wondering... not knowing..... not knowing .....
wondering .....Where would she find it ... was it really there ....
yes .... so she took a deep breath .... deeper into the not
knowing .... going deeper ... going deeper into relationship with
her ....... with her breath and the pencil she held in her hand ....
Which part will find me ..... the me who knows .... the me who
really can take the first step.... make the first mark.... on the
blank canvas ..... her canvas .... new beginnings taking the
step .... she breathed allowing the choice .... allowing the choice
to emerge from within ... What if I really could allow the next
step .... allow my choice to .... allow my choice to guide me....
and the mark appeared on the paper ... a line leading to the
picture waiting to emerge from within ... the pencil moved as
though guided by something alive ..... carrying the hope to ....
allowing the art .... she was allowing the art.... the art of ....
allowing the lines to move into relationship with each other ...
trusting the part that knew exactly how to do this even with the
voice saying I need to know... I need to know what .... need to
know ... how to ... trust ... what to trust ... What if .... What if
there was a trusting of self .... and she breathed .... the lines on

Continued on page 10
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We Can Be : A Tribute to Milton Erickson
Lisa Brown
This prose/poem is from the book The Art of Therapeutic Communication
The Collected Works of Kay F. Thompson edited by Saralee Kane MSW and Karen Olness MD. Kay Thompson offered it as a
way for others to gain understanding about what Dr. Erickson meant to those who knew him as teacher, friend, and colleague.
This poem by Roy Croft (cited in lofts, 1970) is what Dr. Thompson thought Dr. Erickson taught.
I love you, not only for what you are,
But for what I am when I am with you.
I love you, not only for what you have made of yourself,
But for what you are making of me.
I love you for the part of me you bring out,
I love you for putting your hand into my heaped up heart,
And passing over all the foolish, weak things you can't help dimly seeing there,
And for bringing out into the light all the beautiful belongings,
That no one else had looked quite far enough to find.
I love you because you are helping me to make,
Of the lumber of my life, not a tavern, but a temple,
And of the words of my everyday,
Not a reproach but a song.
I love you because you have done more good than any creed could
have done to make me good,
And more than any fate could have done to make me happy.
You have done it,
Without a word,
Without a touch,
Without a sign.
You have done it by being yourself.
Perhaps that is what being a friend means, after all.
Continued on page 4
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Nature of the Creative Beast

everything rocking ever so gently among the leaves watching the clouds float lazily across the sky?
What do your senses tell you about being you-object on this island?
Allow yourself you to disengage from the object-you object totally you yourself now completely wholly totally you
now.
...1 The nice thing about beaches is you can see the whole sky while relaxing on the beach.
Perhaps listening in a wonderfully lazy way to the song of the sea, Perhaps finding the comfortable way the sand
curves softly to your form very pleasant and safe and secure. Now I don't know how or in what way your deep mind,
your core self will communicate up to you bringing possibilities and solutions about how to create what you looking
for but your own deep creative mind knows.
Perhaps you'll hear it in the symphony of sea song, or notice your uniquely creative solution as a cloud catches your
attention shaped just like the right clever solution for you.
And then there is another cloud with another possibility, and another follows offering you yet another specially
shaped cloud idea drifting by across the sky of your mind.
Ever more inspired and inspiring.
When you have enough ideas to begin your project you can emerge comfortably, in normal time space returning and
easily at ease to full waking consciousness at a rate and pace in this time and space that is right for you to begin realizing your art.

“Creativity is more than just being different. Anybody can plan weird; that’s
easy. What’s hard is to be as simple as
Bach. Making the simple, awesomely
simple, that’s creativity”
Charles Mingus
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International
Association of Counseling Hypnotherapists
Executive
President

Sheldon Bilsker

Vice-President
Angie Bain

Treasurer
Bill Kennedy
Newsletter

Lisa Brown

Standards
Angela Bain
Membership
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Secretary
Kristina Vandervoort
Social Networking
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Advertise on the
IACH Website at no cost.
Reach your
clients on the

Notice
The IACH reserves the right to
refuse any advertisements that, in
their opinion, contravene their Code
of Ethics, or are judged inappropriate for any other reason. Except
where specifically indicated, the
opinions expressed in the script are
strictly those of the author's and do
not necessarily reflect the opinions
of the IACH, its officers, directors,
for employees.
The publication of any advertisement by the IACH is not an endorsement of the advertiser, or of
the products or services advertised. The IACH is not responsible
for any claims made in advertisements. Advertisers may not, without prior consent, incorporate in

the script
Advertising Rates & Policy
Height X Width
3 1/4 inches X 2 1/4 inches: $15
3 1/4 inches X 5 inches: $25
3 1/4 inches X 7 inches: $50
Advertisements must be sent with
full payment (cheques made payable to IACH) to Diane Auld ~

E-MAIL
Acceptable formats: .tiff/.jpeg on
cd or via email. Full copy and
payment must be received two
weeks prior to the copy deadline.
Contact Diane Auld for dates.

Members may advertise upcoming events for free in What’s

“Sometimes – in fact more
times than is realized –
therapy can be firmly established on a sound basis only by
the utilization of silly, absurd,
irrational and contradictory
statements.”
Milton Erickson

International
Association of
Counseling
Hypnotherapists

Mission
Statement
Our commitment is to create
an international organization of professional hypnotherapists and those interested in this healing modality,
to continue to increase public
awareness, acceptance and
support in the therapeutic
and ethical use of hypnotherapy through education
and promotion.
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Knowing Self More Deeply

know she would ... know she would .... know she
could find all she would need within .... and she
allowed her breath to move deeply in her body ....
the unconscious mind really does move deeply
and we are so unaware of its powerful effect on
our ability to change ... her unconscious mind
moves deeply while really knowing how to help ...
how to guide ... what is needed next will really
come as an inspiration .... and she was
learning ... for this really is a learning state ...
really learning just how her skills and abilities
could .... would work in partnership with her
whole being .... to utilize the possibilities waiting
for the next line to emerge out of her unconscious
pencil onto the canvas of her life .... a new .... a
new line never drawn before, creating the new
way of being ... new way of moving in
relationship with this new clarity .... the lines,
picture was filling the canvas in all its beauty and
complexity .... and she was learning how ... Oh
yes she was learning how ... learning ....
learning .... how she wanted the old to become
the new ... unique to her, honouring who she
Really was ..... she slowly sat back and breathed
in the new picture emerging ... she would give her
unconscious mind all the space it needed to
integrate the wholeness ... all she had learned to
today ... knowing that when her unconscious mind
was complete it would bring her back here to this
time and place ... also knowing she now had an
ally ... a helper who would draw on her skills and
abilities when needed. For this place of creative
movement was a place she could return to
anytime she needed to. And so she took all the
time she needed to complete for now and returned
to this time and place...... different.

Diane Auld H.T., R.T.C., M.T.C., R.C.S.
Diane is a counsellor and hypnotherapist,
she has a private practice in Vancouver BC., Canada
She uses Counselling hypnotherapy and
The Way of The Heart™ Integrations in her practice.
One of her passions is Life Mission Coaching
utilizing sacred geometry and numbers as a way
to help facilitate the change clients are desiring in their life.
Diane is also a Registered Clinical Supervisor with the
ACCT, supporting counsellors and hypnotherapist as they
work with clients.
Her website is: www.dianeauld.ca
Her office number is 604-218-9341

Continued on page 10
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Continued from page 11

How to Join the IACH Facebook Group
by Lisa Brown

Meanwhile the +Join button will change to say Pending. Usually one or more of us will be online in Facebook and your request to join the group will be approved shortly-usually near immediately but can be as
long as 24 hours.
When you are approved to be in the group you will get a notification of approval to the IACH group in
No-

your

tifications list-it will be on the top right. An icon that looks like the world:

Continued on page 13
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Continued from page 12

How to Join the IACH Facebook Group
by Lisa Brown
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Hypno Tid-Bit
Diane Auld
Have you ever wondered?
Have you ever wondered?
Wondered if there were no rules, no one telling, hinting, suggesting, directing even in the subtlest way
exactly what you would do if you could do anything?
My goodness. What if the world was just waiting for
you to ask this question which may lead to the next
question, which leads to the next question, which
leads to the one
action that will start it all.
What is my heart calling me to?
I can listen and hear the answer beyond all other
noises listening for the true noise which one could
call wisdom. Ahhhh, yes although a part of me even
now is starting to jump up and down - no, no, no. I
know my subconcious mind is cancelling all the no's.
And ... and ... and ... yes ...yes ... yes ... yes ... yes ...
Yes!
Way off in the distance of the superconscious mind a
smile begins a journey to meet your Yes and the heart
makes space for all to passionately meet, join, inspire
and continue.
Deep Breath - Begin
Diane Auld © 2015

“Come little leaves” said the wind one day,
“Come over the meadows with me, and play;
Put on your dresses of red and gold;
Summer is gone and the days grow cold.”
Soon the leaves heard the wind’s loud call,
Down they came fluttering, one and all;
Over the brown fields they dances and flew,
Singing the soft little songs they knew.
by the American poet George Cooper
Photo by Sandra Wall
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Standards

Membership Report

Angela Bain

Sheldon Bilsker

Congratulations to Sandra Wall who is now a
Counselling Hypnotherapist (Cand.).
Petra McNaughton has become a Counselling
Hypnotherapist. Well done.
Please note that if you are a Counselling
Hypnotherapist (Cand.) you might want to check if
you have 600 hrs. of practice with clients which is

Currently, we have 60 members. 11 at CH, 2
honourary, 5 at HT, 18 at RH and 14 at ST.

As a single footstep will not make a
path on the earth, so a single
thought will not make a pathway in
the mind. To make a deep physical
path, we walk again and again. To
make a deep mental path, we must
think over and over the kind of
thoughts we wish to dominate our
lives.
Henry David Thoreau

